The New Way to Work and the New Office
Due to recent advancements in IT, the possibility of working from home is becoming much more
common. Therefore, it is even more important for the office to be a good place to communicate. The
new generation of offices should appeal to the new way of working that shows not only high design
and efficiency, but also reveals the character of the company.
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Recycled materials and LED lights are
prevalent throughout the office. The
small meeting rooms are located by the
window with a view and each room is
named after a famous athlete such as
Zinedine Zidane.

The Brand Image Enhanced by Design
About a year and half ago, the
top six floors of the Ark Hills
Sengokuyama Mori Tower was
fitted out as an office. adidas
Japan
Headquarters,
which
includes the
Reebok and
Rockport brands, unified their
offices and showrooms in order
to emphasize speed in the way
they work and communicate
internally. On every floor, there
is a public “Communication Hub”
space. It is highly appreciated by
the staff so they feel more
integrated as a group.
Due to globalization, the work
environment is changing,

and management focuses on
giving the best structure to the
staff for producing good results.
We can understand this trend
through this office design. We
can feel the strong image of the
brand through the attention
given to history and legacy
through the design. Behind the
reception area is a wall
composed of 14,000 screw-in
cleats arranged in a mosaic image
of Adi Dassler, the founder of
adidas. There are images of key
professional athletes in the
conference wing, which educate
visitors of the legacy and global

----- adidas Japan ----reach of the adidas brand. The
designer, Christopher Brooks,
created the Sky-Pitch Lounge on
the 47F rooftop and included
shower booths to support sports
activity.
He explains, “We
integrated sports as an important
part of our work-lifestyle”. The
atmosphere of yoga lessons
taking place in the early morning
against the beautiful view of
Tokyo Tower & Tokyo Bay,
evokes the re-acknowledgement
of the value of sports to the staff.
We can see from all this that
adidas is always looking to
progress towards the future.

Service
adidas Japan is the Japanese
subsidiary of the German sports equipment
maker. They have sponsor contracts with
many professional athletes and teams. The
screw-in cleat shoe shown in the mosaic
image was invented and developed by the
founder. www.adidas.com/
Office design Christopher Brooks (Garde
U.S.P. Multi-National Design Division)

